
Solararchitecture

Building comfort for all seasons
By SONA RAWLA

ASSING by on the dusty Gurgaon

Faridabad road, one is attracted

to a new landmark

nestling in the Aravali range—a

sprawling campus, dotted with low-

ceiling buildings of brick and glass. The

Solar Energy Centre (SEC), run by

The SEC exhibits the

myriad uses of solar

energy. Not only does it

house the country's first

solar power plant, but

also reflects a new con-

cept in architecture—

solar architecture.

fountains and plantations in the

courtyard act as great modifiers of indoor

climate", Gupta said.

The buildings have been arranged

around the courtyards, which also

allows the use of singly-loaded

corridors, without sacrificing building

efficiency. The courts help ensure

cross-ventilation for all the rooms as

well.

In order to provide day lighting in all

work areas, and to ensure that artificial

lights do not have to be used during the

day, deeper office rooms have been pro

tided with windows on two different

.sides. Apart from leading to better

distribution of daylight, this eliminates

contrasting illumination levels. The use

P

The guest house

in sections like the computer centre and

the solar simulator, where they are a

technical necessity.

“The design strategy is very simple and

commonsensical", said Gupta. "It

involves features like providing

windows only in a few places, as

against the current practice of scattering

them indiscriminately in every available

facade, which leads to

overheating".

Gupta and his colleagues do not claim

to have pioneered this concept of solar

architecture, but to have merely revived

what was common in traditional Indian

architecture. "Most of our traditional

buildings were very well designed, in

the sense that their micro- climate was

controlled by architectural features",

explained Gupta. The SEC has also

been modelled on these indigenous

energy saving designs, he added. For

instance, the traditional courtyard

concept has been utilised in the main

administration building. "The

of shaded windows also reduces the

glare. Special emphasis has been

placed on ensuring thermal comfort,

both during summer of winter. Cavity

wall construction (for insulation),

protection of windows with

sunshades and reflective paint on

the roof and the walls takes care

of the summer heat.

The windows have been de-

signed to allow full sunlight for

the fledgling department of Non-

conventional Energy Sources,

adequately exhibits the myriad uses of

solar energy. Not only does it house

the country's first solar power plant,

but also reflects a new concept in

architecture—solar architecture.

Designed to make full use of natural

energy for providing environmental

comforts, the complex epitomises the

new architectural trend in which the

buzzword is energy conservation.

“ The basic premise is that energy

saved is energy created; so we try to

design buildings which consume as

little energy as possible", said Vinod

Gupta of Delhi's School of Planning

and architecture, who was involved in

designing the 200-acre complex. “And

where better to apply his concept than in

a centre researching energy conserva-

ion".

At the SEC, air-conditioning, air cooling

and artificial lighting during the day have

been completely dispensed with, except

novel roof-top cooling systems,

ranging from terrace gardens,

jute-matting spread on the roof and

continually sprinkled with water

and lining the roof with a

reflective substance like white

glazed tiles to minimise heat

absorption. In a complex where

the emphasis is on energy

conservation, all heat utilised is

generated from solar energy—be it

atleast half the day during winter.

Besides, insulated walls and

tight-fitting doors and windows

have been constructed to prevent

loss of internal heat. Gupta said

the guest-house has by been

designed with unique features,

which make it thermally

comfortable. It has been partially

sunk into the ground to provide

cooling by earth contact. All the

guest-rooms face the south to

facilitate easy solar heating in

winter. Arched sunshades over the

windows are special measures to

allow more sunlight into the

rooms in winters. The architects

have also revived a number of

in the kitchen or the laboratories.

For night-lighting, discharge lamps

and fluorescent lights have been

preferred over incandescent bulbs

because of their lower energy

consumption. Solar architecture is

slowly catching on in the country.

Other buildings that have utilised

this concept include a solar-heated

dispensary in Srinagar, a hostel at

the Indian Institute of Technology

in Delhi and another in Jodhpur

University. The last-mentioned

has been designed in the traditional

Iranian style, with wind-towers,

which are high structures built to

let in cool air into the house

through a shaft.

A model of the hostel at Jodhpur university
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Also, hard paved areas were minimized and parks were 

surrounded not by walls, but by the apartment blocks.

The landscape  at 

Media Centre, on the 

Delhi- Haryana border, 

was decided before 

the site was planned.

Architect Vinod 

Gupta says the 

planning was done 

keeping in mind the 

dropping water table. 

HROUDED in murky

smog that hazes the

sun-light, surrounded

by sense-less clusters seldom

visible through the polluted air

and tangled by vast expanses

of dusty settlements. Are you

reminded of some place?

Think harder, closer home

perhaps. If it's the housing

society where you live that

comes to your mind, you're not

the only one in the city

deprived of a good landscape.

But there are always two sides

to the same coin. And

residents of Zakir Bagh,

behind the Escorts Hospital,

are one of the few who are

blessed with this landscape

architecture right outside their

doors.

"Primary concern while

landscaping Zakir Bagh was to

create ecologically correct

common community space,"

says architect Raj Rewal.

"While keeping in mind the

modem aspect of parking

areas, we wanted to promote

the old mohalla concept," he

adds. Though ancient

landscape can still be found in

snapshots, in old travellers'

notes as well as in old travel

guides, in the twentieth

century, landscape in group

housing societies has been

effaced by urban growth and

vehicular traffic.

Prof. Rommel Mehta,

School of Planning and

Architecture, explains,

"Contrary to common

knowledge, landscape doesn't

merely mean a few trees. It in-

cludes civil works, storm water

drainage, roads, car conve-

niences, driveways, steps,

pavements, fences, outdoor

lighting and planting beds,

lawns etc. The challenge is to

articulate built clusters so that

it relates to the open spaces.

These spaces have to be

designed and tied up with the

structures around to serve

functional aspects."

Landscape consultant for

Zakir Bagh, Prof. Mohammad
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Shaheer, also the head of

department of landscape

architecture at SPA, says: "The

character of the hous,ag society

depends upon the skill with

which the built-up structures are

laid out. As far as Zakir Bagh is

concerned, the enclosures and

edges are well-defined." Horti-

culture, also called 'soft' land-

scape, has been used to create a

sense of privacy as well as orna-

mentation. The shrubs cover the

windows of the ground-floor

houses and the trees cover the

upper-storey ones. Moreover,

the palm trees help cut the view

across blocks.

By means of landscape design,

land surrounding the home can

EXPRESS

be defined views and vistas can

be created and patterns of land

use can be set which are both

beautiful and functional. Con-

struction and planting are the two

major ingredients of such a de-

sign.

The Asiad Games Village

Complex on Sin Fort Road, also

designed and planned by Rewal

and landscaped by Shaheer, is ro-

bust, simple and functional in re-

spect of the open spaces within

the complex. "The complex has a

series of community parks," in-

forms Rewal. 'Also, traffic-free

pedestrian spaces, which are im-

portant for housing societies,

since here's where people of all

age groups reside together, have

also been adequately supplied."

Well-pruned trees and plant

beds, vines and the flowing

curves of grassed area edged

with bricks and the simplicity

of horticulture design makes

small plots look larger than

their dimensions.

Today, urban landscapes in .

group housings have lost their

old function, for instance

streets are no longer a meeting

point for neighbours, and have

ended up being mere

passageways. Ofcourse, factors

like tight by-laws and density

of population affect the

aesthetics of such an exercise.

At Silver Oaks, DLF's first

landscape project, landscape

architect Shilendra Kumar

Singh was faced with the

challenge of tying up the

various blocks which were

built in different-shapes by

different architects. "I had to

integrate the odd spaces

around, and had to keep in

mind the us ability and

functionality and also ecology

and micro-climatic factor,“says

Singh.

The central sec- tion has been

developed as a green area and

all around there are more big

and small green areas with a

zigzag iriternal walkway

connecting them.

There's a double-level

basement for parking and a

surface parking area for guests.

The open staircases are in the

form of slides. The peripheral

road is the only motorable one

with ramps leading to the

basement. The harmonious

contrasts between lines and

textures of building and hor-

ticulture gives a casual yet

well- designed look.

"Landscape is what confronts

the resident and the visitor,

and so it has to be

impressive,"feels Singh.

At silver Oaks, DLF, 

architect Shailendra

Kumar Singh had to 

cope with blocks built 

by different builders in 

different ways. 

Integrating them is a 

central green area, 

besides big and small 

lush spaces around the 

blocks, with a zigzag 

internal walkway.

Unlike Silver Oaks, where the

landscape was planned after the

built-up clusters came up, at

the Media Centre, on the Delhi-

Haryana border, the landscape

was planned before the site

planning. Landscape architects

Vmod Gupta and Kavita Ahuja

had to face issues like a

dropping water table. "We

decided to minimise the hard-

paved areas," Gupta elaborates,

"Each park is surrounded not

by roads or fences, but by the

blocks themselves so that it's

not possible for a person

standing outside the society to

see them." This has worked

well in regard to security as

well as privacy. To keep traffic

off residential areas, all the

pavements have dead ends.

"At places where the walls are

not facing the ideal north-

south direction, the landscape

Delhimayhavebecomea

concrete jungle, butsome

architects aretryingto 

breathe lifeintonew

housingsocieties with

landscaping,says Chandni

Nair

.

has been kept bland for ad

equate sunlight," explains

Gupta.

Though long-term changes

have transformed urban land

scape, one can no longer ex

pound on the harmony of

buildings and the view

outside. However, real estate

agencies like DLF, Unitech and

Ansals have breathed fresh life

into the relationship between

the urban inhabitant and the

natural land scape. Cashing in

on the combination of

ornamentation and the much-

needed ecological balance, a

spate of housing societies with

exemplary landscapes have

come up in and around Delhi,

like the Signature Towers, La

Gardenia Residency, ITC Gar-

den Estate, Greenwoods City

and Silver Arch Apartments

among others.

At the Heritage City,

Gurgaon, Unitech's‘ first group

housing project with emphasis

on landscape, architect Savita

Punde had almost 80 per cent of

the area for landscape design.

Unitech Deputy Marketing

Manager Vinod Dixit says,

"The idea here was to have

minimum construction and

maximum landscape."

Landscape design makes use of

what we see but its effect goes

well-beyond the purely visual, it

foil for life itself.
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UT amongst architects too,

there are disagreements.

J.M. Benjamin, a Delhi based

architect, dismisses mud-housing

by saying, "Its very nice to talk

about it, but its an eyewash,"

adding that by building a house

in mud its life span is cut by

half.

the guest rooms. As Gupta sums up,

"I've arranged enough daylighting

and natural cooling which is what

you need in an office building.

That's i t . "

Among those involved in energy

conservation in architecture, and

alternative building materials is the

Building Centre in Delhi and a

sprinkling of individual architects,

some of whom got together at the

CPWD workshop in the Capital in

February.

Anil Laul, chairman and chief

consultant for the Building Centre,

and one of the participants, has

been working along with the slum

wing of the Delhi Development Au-

thority to build high-density, low-

RIENTATION’, ‘shading

devices’, ‘solar passive

architecture’, ‘berthing’. That’s a lot

of jargon, all right. But these are

phrases that the architects of today

are slowly but surely becoming fa-

miliar with.

Whether they are conferences

like the one . organised by the CPWD

on 'energy conservation in building'

or at presentations to corporate

clients, few architects would . risk

ignoring the 'energy' factor, es-

pecially when their clients are

gradually realising that saving energy

means saving money—and no mean

amount at that.

Buildings, directly or indirectly,

consume enormous amounts of en-

ergy. Steel, cement, bricks, almost all

the basic components that go into

modern-day building methods, are

energy intensive. The movement to

popularize energy-efficient methods

like mud architecture (which uses a

combination of cement, brick, mud

and stone) and solar passive

architecture, is gaining momentum,

but has still to be accepted by a

majority of building owners.

The movement is still in its in-

fancy, and while buildings that make

use of energy-saving concepts have

been built in India, detailed figures of

the amount of energy saved in money

terms, as compared to conventional

buildings, are still hard to come by.

The much talked about CMC

building in Bombay, for example,

often described as an 'intelligent

building', will soon be functional. But

it will take another year or more

before CMC can accurately tabulate

figures relating to their savings on

lighting and air-conditioning.

Besides, the CMC building is really a

testing ground for sophisticated

software developed by its engineers

and hence installation costs of such

devices and accompanying software

is being bracketed along with

developmental costs.

Architect Vinod Gupta, whose

firm' designed the CMC building, is

confident that the air-conditioning

needed in the building will be half to

two-thirds of the air-conditioning

required in any other building of the

same size.

Gupta describes some of the

concepts he applied to achieve, what

he calls, "direct energy saving". Says

he: "The basic idea is that the

building has adequate daylight and

the windows are specially designed

Savings on the power front
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Energy 'wise' architecture

The solar energy centre in Gurgaon, Haryana: reconceptualising earth architecture

O

so that they will be operating with

natural light. We made the rooms very

shallow, so each corner is lit. I put an

atrium in the building so that the area

which remains the darkest doesn't

exist."

The Solar Energy Centre in Gur-

gaon, Haryana, which incorporates

concepts of earth architecture, natural

daylighting, natural ventilation,

cooling and orientation, has been

lying in disuse for the last few years,

according to Gupta. Here too, as the

Centre is rarely used, fig.ures

regarding energy efficiency, or how

effective the provisions are for

cooling and lighting are not available.

The Solar Energy Centre is an

exercise in incorporating as many

energy-saving concepts as possible,

and has a partially underground guest

house which is naturally cooled.

Moreover, the building is well shaded,

properly oriented, with light coloured

walls outside that reflect the heat,

solar water heaters for water heating

and natural cross ventilation in all

he movement to 

popularise

energy-efficient 

methods like 

solar passive 

architecture is 

gaining.

With energy saving becoming imperative, architects today can ignore this factor only at their risk.

rise building complexes in Delhi us-

ing energy-conserving, natural ma-

terials like mud and stone. Pulling

but plans to show that cluster housing

(individual houses clustered around a

central courtyard in a beehive

pattern) can provide for more people

than a multi-storeyed residential

complex in the same area, he accuses

the government of "not thinking

straight anymore".

According to him, the starting

point for any programme on energy

conservation in architecture just has

to be the government. Says he, "The

first and foremost way to save energy

is by disbanding mega business

centres in Delhi like Nehru Place and

Bhikaji Cama Place. That is your

biggest problem area. When you

have a concentration of a very high

commercial area, you're designing all
energy flow systems,

your transportation

systems, everything, for

an eight-hour utilisation

and a 16-hour

dormancy."

And the blame for

creating these mega

trouble spots, according

to Laul, lies squarely

with the Public Works

Department. Elaborating

on this he says, "You

have a thing ' called the

PWD which is ruling the

roost. It's your biggest

killer in this country.

Some of the best streets

or the some of the more

evenly distributed

housing systems are

where you get a multiple

use, i.e. you get a house

specially trained by the

BuildingCentre to construct houses

using mud bricks and other natural

building materials like stone. All the

bricks here are sun-dried (which

cuts down on the enormous amounts

of energy used in traditional brick

kilns) and abandoning plastering of

walls, they retain the naturally

attractive, though slightly rough

surface of the brick.

Laul points out the thoughtless

attitude that influences the planning

of the government and architects

alike. He says, "If you have a good

brick then you don't need to plaster

it. And a brick is like a clay pot—it

breathes. They use a bad brick and

then they plaster it, so you prevent

the porosity of it and therefore you

encourage the accumulation of heat.

And then you put on an air -

Countering the- charge, Laul points

to the bricks, surfaces and designs

developed by the Building Centre.

Using mud as the base for the brick

and stone or cement to provide the

outer layer, the problem they are

attacking is not strength (mud is

strong enough as it is) but

erodability. By packing in stone

granules or even rocks at the base

at the time of making the brick, the

mud brick's erosion is prevented.

However, not all architects

wholeheartedly endorse the idea of

using energy-conserving building

materials. According to Vinod

Gupta, such materials are energy

conserving only if they are avail-

able locally, near the site of the

building to be constructed. He ar-

gues that the moment the material

is transported over a long distance,

efficiency only in buildings that

actually use energy. Dismissing solar

passive architecture as irrelevant in

the Indian context, he asserts that the

concept of this kind of architecture, as

introduced in the West, means using

the sun to heat the building. “In India

we have done a little bit of twisting to

mean that solar passive architecture is

not something that uses the sun but

that excludes the sun, from the the

building, because our problem is

cooling and not heating," says he.

A stroll through commercial

complexes and government

administrative buildings reveal how

justified Gupta's indignance is.

Pointing to high density

commercial complexes like Nehru

Place and Bhikaji Cama Place in

Delhi, Gupta wryly points out that

they cannot be replaced by 'energy

efficient', 'intelligent' buildings, and

ignoring them is tantamount to

ignoring the enormous wastage of

energy going on in offices there.

“Buildings like CMC one”, he says,

“are not going to make a difference

on the energy scene in this country,

and you are allowed a certain amount

of shop activity with it.“

But the Building Centre's pride is

mud housing, as is evident when one

walks through the complex. A variety

of mud bricks with different rock

surfaces, hollow cement blocks,

funicular roofs that make use of

leftover stone and double-walled,

insulated roofs are displayed for the

benefit of the visitor. At one end, a

group of workers are busy working

on a roof—these are labourers

conditioner to prevent the accumula-

tion of heat which you let in the first

place." So much for inverted logic.
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the indirect energy consumption (of

transport) amounts to the same as

the energy consumed by energy-

intensive building materials such as

cement, steel and fired bricks.

Gupta's approach to the prob-

lem of energy conservation contra-

dicts, and even attacks, the opin-

ions-of other architects in the field,

most of whom vociferously argue

in favour of solar passive architec-

ture. In Gupta's view, one can talk

of energy conservation or energy

but if you and I save the

energy here like we do

now, this is what will
make an impact.”

Classifying buildings

into those that consume

large amounts of energy
(like hotels, offices and

factories), and those that

utilise less energy

overall (like
households), Gupta

elaborates on what he

considers as an apt ap-

proach to energy conser-
vation in architecture.

"In an average middle in-

come household," says

Gupta, "if we take the
amount of energy we use

for cooking, it is far

greater than the energy

that we use for
everything else exclud-

ing use for transportation. So,

obviously, energy conservation in a

house would really mean trying to

cook in the best possible way without

using much energy. If you are talking

about an office or a hotel you have to

talk about air-conditioning or lighting.

If you can save energy on those

things, those would be energy-saving

buildings or energy-conserving

architecture.“Echoing the sentiments

of other architects, including Laul of

the Building Centre, Gupta holds the

government squarely responsible for

the failure of the energy conservation

programme. Comparing to the

pollution control programme in Delhi,

which he describes as a “total failure”,

he says, “The thrust of our

programmes has not been to convince

people that it is in their interest

interest to save this money. Unless

people see some direct benefit

immediately they won’t do it. The

mistake has been to talk about

philosophies and not about the

money.”

The common thread running through

his entire argument is his focus on

cost- benefit. His ‘let’s talk money’

attitude, he says is far more effective

in getting owners to adopt energy

saving practices. Unfortunately, there

are only a handful of architects, such

as Vinod Gupta and Anil Laul who

are really doing any concrete work in

the area of energy conservation or

energy- efficiency in architecture.

Bogged down by an all pervasive

lethargy that discounts the possibility

of any improvements in the structure

being built in our cities, it will

certainly take more than a handful of

energy- minded architects to make a

dent. The people and institutions

who are doing some work throw up

gnoring high  

density complexes 

is tantamount to 

ignoring the 

enormous  

wastage of energy 

in offices

I

their hands in despair when

confronted by a ‘don’t care’ attitude.

Examples abound. For instance, when

Tata Energy Research Institute

(TERI) developed Twozone a,

software that tabulates the energy

efficiency of any given building de-

sign, the response of architects was

less than lukewarm. They just weren't

interested in trying it out. As R.K.

Pachauri, director, Tata Energy

Research Institute, puts it, "They don't

give a damn." And against the

backdrop of this lethargy—of

architects, of building owners, the

government—the thoughtlessness of

energy wastage continues.
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